Our result is derived from three lemmas. The first is a homological characterization of the AR property which may be of some independent interest and the third is an improvement of Small's result.
Definitiona
A two-sided ideal 21 of the ring R is said to have the (left)
AR property if for every left ideal / and every k there exists an n such that tl"n ICllkI.
Remark.
In the commutative noetherian case it follows from the ArtinRees lemma that every ideal has the AR property.
In the sequel, E(M) will denote an injective hull of the left module M. Lemma 1. Let R be a left noetherian ring and 21 its arbitrary two-sided ideal. Then the following two conditions are equivalent.
/ is an arbitrary left ideal of the ring F. /(/) C (0: 21*) for some k because / is finitely generated. We pick n such that 21" O / C 21*/. 21" O / is contained in the kernel of / because f(WPi l) C f(Ukl) = Ukf(l) = 0. Proof. It will suffice to prove that if Ext" (S, M) = 0 for all modules S which are annihilated by 21, then inj dim M < n. We start with n = 0. If The induction step will be omitted because of its routineness.
It suffices to prove the inequality 1 gl dim R < sup inj dim S. It the right side of this formula is infinite there is nothing to do. Let sup inj dim Sre < oc and M be an arbitrary finitely generated module.
Then Ext" (M, S) = 0 for all modules S which are annihilated by /. We obtain that p dim M <n. So 1 gl dim R <n which was to be proved.
Remark. Small's result mentioned at the beginning of our paper easily follows from the above lemma. It suffices to use the formula inj Jim".S' < r w dim"R/2I + inj dim,, / 
